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Roles and responsibilities for department heads, 

Sharks & Fish to cover new team members.

Once your new candidate has been given a start date to 

begin their employment, then you will be notified by the HR 

team. We have provided guidance to help set out clear roles 

and responsibilities for sharks, fish and department heads, 

to ensure that all new starters are given a ‘best in class’ 

introduction to the HG Group. It is the accountability of the 

Shark/Fish or Department Head to complete the 

induction with their new team member.

1. The department head or Shark / Fish - Must always be 

present on a new team member first day of induction. If 

this cannot happen due to another business commitment 

/ or holiday then you must arrange for someone to cover 

you in your absence.

2. It will be the responsibility of the department head 

Shark / Fish to prepare and manage the induction for 

their new starter.

3. The department head will need to work with the HR 

team, to ensure that there is a work station available for 

the new starter (HQ only).

4. All induction materials will be provided by the HR 

team ready for the new team members first day.  

5. At HQ it will be the responsibility of the department 

head to ensure they arrange a plan for the new starter to 

meet the other departments on day one.  You will need 

to create this  and ensure that the other departments 

have been notified of this. 

6. The department head or Shark / Fish needs to assign 

a buddy within their team, who will assist with the new 

team member induction. Their role will be to:

• Support the department head / Shark / Fish in 

facilitating anquestions from the candidate.

• Be there as another contact in the team, when the 

department head or recruiter is not available.

• Helping the candidate with any log-ins and work station 

queries.

• Providing guidance on how to complete their role tasks.

7. For HQ roles, the Department Head will meet with the 

new starter on their first day and take them through the 

generic office rules.

8. We will provide you with a checklist, which will help 

you navigate through the first week of your new starter 

induction.

9. You will need to ensure that all log-ins are operational 

for the new team member and flag this with the HR team 

in the event of any issues.

10. The new starter must complete their GDPR training 

and  accreditation on their first day of their induction. It 

will be the responsibility of the department head / Shark 

/ Fish, to ensure that have sufficient time to complete the 

training and pass the course. 

Important note for practice:

In line with our GDPR policies and processes access to any 

CRM systems (Optix) will not be granted to any practice 

team member until accreditation has been confirmed.

11. It is also mandatory that the new starter completes a 

      DSE  assessment. The form is included in the induction 

      pack and must be completed by the new starter if

      they work in practice or HQ on their first day. This then    

      needs to be scanned and uploaded to their employee  

      profile on peopleHR.

12. On day two, the department head / Shark / Fish will 

need to dedicate time to take the new starter through 

their  new role and responsibilities, highlighting any key 

tasks that they need to complete.  The team buddy 

can support this process and provide coaching where 

needed.
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13. It is mandatory that all new starters have a review 

with their department head / Shark / Fish at the end of 

Day 2 and at the end of their first working week. This is 

to ensure that there are no queries and concerns.


